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Title word cross-reference

$2^K$ [BDR16]. 3 [LHF+20, SDHZ14, WNZK14, WSK+21]. 2 [CDM18]. (R)

[GV14]. $\epsilon$ [CCD22]. $\gamma$ [CHH+14]. $k$ [BJ09]. $L \rightarrow 1$ [WZL12]. $G$ [MRW09]. $p$

[SW10, TDS+14, ZTLW20]. $Q$ [OW11]. $t$ [FD11]. $\times$ [GQ10, JEAS09]. $W$

[Goe11, Goe14].


-values [TDS+14, ZTLW20].

107th [LRM17]. 175 [SW17]. 1876-2015 [BCR+19]. 19

[BKVW22, CdVM+22, KAGK+23, Sun22, ZSLH23, ZHYS23]. 19th

[DCHP21].

30-day [YKHS21]. 3D [SSH+11].
WMT+21, WCW+22, XQ23]. airway [CHS+16]. alcohol [ZLZB18].
alcoholism [SSL+10]. algorithm [AY12, CHH+14, JL19, LZLW14, LWSP17, NCHJ13, NZ12, PLXC23, QGM+14, SMZ16, WWM+14, ZJLC08, ZMB23].
algorithmic [YWL+12]. algorithms [BH11, MRW09, PC19, WL08b, ZHFN23].
algorithms [CDB11, Jam07, MFB+13, RS14]. all-or-none [ZLZB18].
alterations [SHGA10]. analysis [JLRK23, JFM11, Kaf11a, KNWJ14, KH23, Kap11, KOJ+14, KDH+19, KOB+20, KH13, KBG21, LYRR22, LHH10, LTL19, LRM15, LL10, LG18, LWLX19, LKB21, Lia19, LSY+22, LZCW21, LRHF12, LLR15, LHMN13, LPH22, LSM15, LCSZ15, MDP21, MLM13, MM11, MW11b, ML14, MCCW09, MBK+21, MBH+11, MV08, MDR10, NqdB+07, NCS17, NS20, NDRF17, NL11, PK18, PK19, PHM+23, PZ19, PAS23, PS15, PL08, PLXC23, QW08, RMP17, RZC+18, REG+11, RCf+13, RN14, RBF+20, RG21, RS10, Ros18, Ros09, Rou11, RLHD21, Rub08, RHC3, SFC11, SGLB10, SML+11, SB20, SMZ21, SDL+11, SRA+15, SMR11, SRT10, SDP22, SG16, SZL16, SS15a, Sme11, SL19, ST14, STJ+07, SGNM22, SMC+20, SML+21, Sti08, SKKS14, SD10, TDS+14, Thi11, Tin11, TFB14, TLH14, URZF21, VBA19, VGH14, WA11, WTCW10, WBB13, WJF+15, WLC08, WL17].
ZST16, ZRA^{+21}, ZJLC08, ZASM12, ZD13, ZW15, ZMA^{+19}, ZWW13, ZS22, ZSG11, ZSFS22, ZZZ22, ZGS^{+14}, vDDS^{+09}, vdB10]. analytic [ZS09].

analyze [HKP23, MHB^{+09}, MGMB19]. analyzer [WHLN15]. analyzers [MBL^{+17}].

Analyzing [APC23, GTZ^{+21}, PT12, AWL13, ACG13, JLL09, ZMA^{+20}]. anatomical [GCC^{+11}]. ancestry [LLR10]. ancillary [ZZ08]. Angeles [XS11, KB10].

anger [QYP09]. angle [AYJ^{+09}]. Anglo [Zan15]. Anglo-Saxon [Zan15].

angle [AYJ^{+09}]. Angeles [XS11, KB10]. applications [AH16, AL16, AK12, BKS21, BWBS14, BH11, BFF^{+09}, CDM18, CSS11, DH11, DPHL10, DSH^{+13}, DKZ09, EHM18, FH09, FH14, Fuk19, Goe11, GM08, HS09, HGRS17, HE14, JLRZ21, JD13, KB23, LPPK18, PG14, PDS13, QTL^{+22}, QW08, RKM^{+23}, RKLT19, RS09, RGSB^{+18}, SDP22, SZ20, TWZ15, WLA^{+21}, WH11, WZF18, XYCL20, YWLL22, ZASM12,
asthma [QBC13, SRZ+15, ZRCC21]. astronomical [RMS+19, TMvD+17].
astrophysical [WBA+14, WKLvD16]. astrostatistics [LRS09].
Asymmetric [GH22, JSX16, CHH+14, CCD22, DB15, ZBC16]. asymptotic [FK10].
Atherosclerosis [OSL+14, LMKC12]. atmospheric [BPS22, FGS08].
atopic [ZRCC21]. attempt [MGTZ21]. attendance [SP13].
autistic [ZRCC21]. attempt [MGTZ21]. attendance [SP13].
Australia [WTB16]. Australian [BCR+19, KGGQ15].
autonomy [HGRS17, LYY13, WWMH13].
auxiliary [FDR16, Lia19, SHW18].
average [AS17, NMD19, SWPN09, SGNM22, ZHFN23].
averaging [ALC09, AS23, Big13, ZLD12].
B [AN14, BBE+18, LSZL22]. B-cell [BBE+18]. B-scaling [LSZL22].
Background [CM09, FSG16, LS18, SC16].
backtesting [Dav17, HK17a, Kra17, NZ17a, NZ17b, Sch17, Zho17a].
Backward [CW10].
bacteria [FYB+15, JGVM18].
bacterial [DSH+13, PMQW14, Ryu22].
BAGEL [LNR+22]. bagging [LPKP22]. balance [BDR16, ZPR14].
balanced [KZ16]. Balancing [RHC23, FHI18, KBMF+23].
balloons [Sta23].
BAN [GBNS22]. bandits [CDF+20].
Bangladesh [KLH+16].
bankruptcy [PHM+23].
bankruptcy [PHM+23].
bankruptcy [PHM+23].
Baseline [BGC20]. bases [BSNP16]. basis
basketball [FMBG15, SB20, SFDM22, XZC17]. Batch [ZGJ+22].
[Bro08, CC19, CT07, FW21, KP15, Lia19, MNR14, MG22, Mur10, MNB+12, TCW21, WOH23, ZWW13]. Bayesball [JSW09]. Bayesian
[XCS11, YG20, YW22, YGL08, YJD21, YOZC23, YSL08, YMP11, YY11, YLL12, ZFB14, ZLR19, ZWZ19, ZL11, ZY12, ZCS13, ZGV+16, ZYC+17, ZYFF19, ZMA+19, ZSLH23, ZKY14, ZCG+09, ZLD12, ZSL17, ZHM+19]. BayICE [TTH21]. be [Bj09, Ef08]. behavior [JAZ15, MMGC22, PGL+19, SLB10, ZS09]. behavioral
[AN14, AT15, HSF11, KP15, NZRC13, TT09, WLA+21, YSL08, ZCGC21,
bundle [GTZ\textsuperscript{+21}]. burden [WGL\textsuperscript{+18b}]. bursty [WWCZ\textsuperscript{22}]. business [AT\textsuperscript{15}]. bust [PPM\textsuperscript{14}]. bycatch [CFW\textsuperscript{17}].

C [GQ\textsuperscript{10}, HZY\textsuperscript{+15}, WSU\textsuperscript{+19}]. calcium [MHB\textsuperscript{+09}, MVP\textsuperscript{11}, PSW\textsuperscript{18}].

Calculations [GRL\textsuperscript{+13}]. Calibrated [PSD\textsuperscript{13}, EJD\textsuperscript{19}, GL\textsuperscript{18}, HK\textsuperscript{23}].

Calibrating [GBH\textsuperscript{+15}, LHF\textsuperscript{+20}, SHAB\textsuperscript{22}]. calibration [BML\textsuperscript{+20}, BHP\textsuperscript{10}, CHOK\textsuperscript{14}, CHAP\textsuperscript{16}, CKK\textsuperscript{+22}, HRFS\textsuperscript{19}, LYBA\textsuperscript{22}, RODC\textsuperscript{19}, SKZ\textsuperscript{14}, WYT\textsuperscript{+20}]. California [BMAF\textsuperscript{+23}, BWB\textsuperscript{14}, CSS\textsuperscript{11}, QBC\textsuperscript{13}, SYZ\textsuperscript{15}, UH\textsuperscript{20}, XS\textsuperscript{11}].

call [ANFM\textsuperscript{09}, GCL\textsuperscript{+15}, MMWH\textsuperscript{11}, SH\textsuperscript{08}]. called [ZTH\textsuperscript{19}]. calls [ZW\textsuperscript{12}].

camera [ARK\textsuperscript{+18}]. Campylobacter [RLH\textsuperscript{+15}]. can [BJ\textsuperscript{09}]. Canada [GV\textsuperscript{14}]. cancer [BDC\textsuperscript{+11}, CCH\textsuperscript{+21}, DTZ\textsuperscript{13}, GBMR\textsuperscript{20}, HZG\textsuperscript{+2a}, JL\textsuperscript{11}, KDS\textsuperscript{20}, LGL\textsuperscript{+18}, LTL\textsuperscript{19}, LHPW\textsuperscript{13}, LCG\textsuperscript{09}, LWS\textsuperscript{17}, LQM\textsuperscript{19}, LPH\textsuperscript{22}, LCM\textsuperscript{11}, MCCC\textsuperscript{09}, NMD\textsuperscript{19}, PZB\textsuperscript{+10}, PHT\textsuperscript{15}, QDN\textsuperscript{+21}, Ros\textsuperscript{12}, SSD\textsuperscript{15}, SHAB\textsuperscript{22}, TTB\textsuperscript{22}, TP\textsuperscript{11}, WNX\textsuperscript{+23}, ZY\textsuperscript{12}, ZOZ\textsuperscript{17}, ZCD\textsuperscript{+20}, ZHJ\textsuperscript{15}]. cancers [GPBT\textsuperscript{22}]. cannabis [FS\textsuperscript{13a}]. Canonical [KH\textsuperscript{13}, SML\textsuperscript{+11}, WJF\textsuperscript{+15}].

canopy [BFM\textsuperscript{12}]. capacity [MHH\textsuperscript{17}]. Cape [JDP\textsuperscript{+13}]. Capture [KMK\textsuperscript{16}, ARK\textsuperscript{+18}, DPR\textsuperscript{+20}, FS\textsuperscript{13a}, FHS\textsuperscript{14}, MC\textsuperscript{17}, MBD\textsuperscript{14}, MLK\textsuperscript{Q22}, WMK\textsuperscript{G19}]. Capture-recapture [KMK\textsuperscript{16}, DPR\textsuperscript{+20}, MC\textsuperscript{17}, MLK\textsuperscript{Q22}, WMK\textsuperscript{G19}].

Capturing [SK\textsuperscript{19}]. carbon [MAE\textsuperscript{+08}, RCB\textsuperscript{19}]. carcinoma [FCC\textsuperscript{15}]. cardiac [GD\textsuperscript{+16}]. cardiovascular [MD\textsuperscript{21}, SP\textsuperscript{20}, SGC\textsuperscript{07}, ZS\textsuperscript{09}]. cards [ML\textsuperscript{14}]. care [FG\textsuperscript{16}, FND\textsuperscript{09}, GG\textsuperscript{19}, HSD\textsuperscript{+22}, YKH\textsuperscript{21}, ZCD\textsuperscript{+20}]. carees [JY\textsuperscript{16}].

Carlo [KRC\textsuperscript{23}, RBJ\textsuperscript{10a}, RB\textsuperscript{11}, Wan\textsuperscript{11}, WLK\textsuperscript{18}, ZW\textsuperscript{08}]. carryover [CL\textsuperscript{12}]. Carter [DPR\textsuperscript{11}]. Cascadia [GSD\textsuperscript{+18}]. case [ANFM\textsuperscript{09}, CCS\textsuperscript{18}, CFR\textsuperscript{19}, FW\textsuperscript{21}, HYL\textsuperscript{23}, JGC\textsuperscript{+18}, JTEL\textsuperscript{22}, KDS\textsuperscript{20}, Lie\textsuperscript{19}, LRM\textsuperscript{17}, QGF\textsuperscript{10}, SWL\textsuperscript{14}, SC\textsuperscript{16}, YL\textsuperscript{13}, YR\textsuperscript{21}, ZCRC\textsuperscript{18}, ZMA\textsuperscript{+20}, ZSS\textsuperscript{23}].

case-background [SC\textsuperscript{16}]. case-cohort [HYL\textsuperscript{23}, QGF\textsuperscript{10}]. case-control [JTEL\textsuperscript{22}, KDS\textsuperscript{20}, YL\textsuperscript{13}, ZCRC\textsuperscript{18}, ZMA\textsuperscript{+20}, ZSS\textsuperscript{23}]. case/control [SWL\textsuperscript{14}].

casualties [GII\textsuperscript{17}]. cat [AS\textsuperscript{10a}]. catalogs [RMS\textsuperscript{+19}].

catchment [GKP\textsuperscript{+16}]. categorical [GT\textsuperscript{10}]. Categorical [FDR\textsuperscript{16}, CW\textsuperscript{20}, CAL\textsuperscript{+23}, GPR\textsuperscript{17}, KGB\textsuperscript{21}]. categories [BN\textsuperscript{08}].

category [JGF\textsuperscript{08}]. cattle [RM\textsuperscript{+23}, TFB\textsuperscript{+20}]. Causal [BHC\textsuperscript{+20}, BK\textsuperscript{W22}, KSD\textsuperscript{11}, NK\textsuperscript{Y10}, SML\textsuperscript{+21}, TB\textsuperscript{22}, WB\textsuperscript{K+19}, ZRA\textsuperscript{+21}, AS\textsuperscript{17}, AM\textsuperscript{16}, BSD\textsuperscript{22}, BML\textsuperscript{G21}, BG\textsuperscript{+15}, CA\textsuperscript{22}, DLK\textsuperscript{M20}, GEF\textsuperscript{22}, HS\textsuperscript{13}, KDH\textsuperscript{+19}, LYY\textsuperscript{22}, LMM\textsuperscript{15}, LL\textsuperscript{19}, ML\textsuperscript{14}, NMD\textsuperscript{19}, PD\textsuperscript{20}, Rub\textsuperscript{08}, STA\textsuperscript{18}, STG\textsuperscript{21}, SHW\textsuperscript{18}, SL\textsuperscript{20}, YLS\textsuperscript{14}, YF\textsuperscript{19}, ZB\textsuperscript{11}].

case [KLC\textsuperscript{20}, PHM\textsuperscript{+23}, SMW\textsuperscript{+22}]. cause-specific [SMW\textsuperscript{+22}]. CCS [JMY\textsuperscript{+14}].

CD\textsuperscript{8} [WYK\textsuperscript{07}]. cDNA [BM\textsuperscript{08}]. cell [BC\textsuperscript{09}, BBM\textsuperscript{20}, BBE\textsuperscript{+18}, CDF\textsuperscript{+20}, CSC\textsuperscript{+12}, FPL\textsuperscript{10}, FIM\textsuperscript{+21}, FWK\textsuperscript{+13}, FGA\textsuperscript{09}, FGS\textsuperscript{+10}, Hun\textsuperscript{12}, HGB\textsuperscript{21}, HCR\textsuperscript{B23}, LW\textsuperscript{19}, LZ\textsuperscript{11}, MKN\textsuperscript{21}, MGD\textsuperscript{19}, OIH\textsuperscript{09}, VKG\textsuperscript{12}, WYK\textsuperscript{07}, WL\textsuperscript{22}, XG\textsuperscript{+19}, ZL\textsuperscript{18}].

cell-based [CSC\textsuperscript{+12}]. cell-type [HGB\textsuperscript{21}]. cells [CZ\textsuperscript{10}, RV\textsuperscript{20}, SSH\textsuperscript{+11}].

cellular [FMA\textsuperscript{18}]. censored [ENH\textsuperscript{+18}, Gau\textsuperscript{11}, HMM\textsuperscript{09}, HCP\textsuperscript{+17}, JLD\textsuperscript{Q10}].


[BSDG22, HZF22, WDSJ23, ZHFN23]. complications [LHH19, YKLK23].

Component [LAS16, AXEC18, AY12, AICV11, APW+09, DCCP09, EHM18, KSW+21, LBL20, PZ19, RG21, SG16, YLH17, ZST16, ZW15, Zho17b].

components [BWS19, JEK+22, LHH10, RC23b, TM22, WT08, ZGS+14].

Composite [AD22, BJ12, CHS+16, FYB+15, Hua19, WYT+20].

Component [LAS16, AXEC18, AY12, AICV11, APW+09, DCCP09, EHM18, KSW+21, LBL20, PZ19, RG21, SG16, YLH17, ZST16, ZW15, Zho17b].

components [BWS19, JEK+22, LHH10, RC23b, TM22, WT08, ZGS+14].

Composite [AD22, BJ12, CHS+16, FYB+15, Hua19, WYT+20].

Component [LAS16, AXEC18, AY12, AICV11, APW+09, DCCP09, EHM18, KSW+21, LBL20, PZ19, RG21, SG16, YLH17, ZST16, ZW15, Zho17b].

components [BWS19, JEK+22, LHH10, RC23b, TM22, WT08, ZGS+14].

Composite [AD22, BJ12, CHS+16, FYB+15, Hua19, WYT+20].

Component [LAS16, AXEC18, AY12, AICV11, APW+09, DCCP09, EHM18, KSW+21, LBL20, PZ19, RG21, SG16, YLH17, ZST16, ZW15, Zho17b].

components [BWS19, JEK+22, LHH10, RC23b, TM22, WT08, ZGS+14].

Composite [AD22, BJ12, CHS+16, FYB+15, Hua19, WYT+20].

Component [LAS16, AXEC18, AY12, AICV11, APW+09, DCCP09, EHM18, KSW+21, LBL20, PZ19, RG21, SG16, YLH17, ZST16, ZW15, Zho17b].

components [BWS19, JEK+22, LHH10, RC23b, TM22, WT08, ZGS+14].

Composite [AD22, BJ12, CHS+16, FYB+15, Hua19, WYT+20].
COVID-19

[ZJBS21, BKVW22, CdVM+22, Sun22, ZSLH23, ZHYS23, KAGK+23]. Cox
[GM16, JG23, LZX+15, PZSW23, QGFL08, QDN+21, SG17, WLG17).
credible
[EHKW12].
Crime
[FCPL19, BJ19, Moh13b, SG17, XCCL20, ZX22]. criminal
[LRDD22].
criteria
[RLL+15]. criterion
[PCJW15, SHW18]. Critical
[WCW+22].
criticism
[Kip22, WSH+14]. criterion
[PCJW15, SHW18].
Critical
[WCW+22].
criticism
[Kip22, WSH+14]. criterion
[PCJW15, SHW18].

D [LHF+20, SDHZ14, WNZK14, WSK+21]. Daily

[kkr13, BCR+19, REG+11, XBS23, ZGLH13]. dairy
[RKM+23]. dangers
[ZJBS21]. dark
[GM16, JG23, LZX+15, PZSW23, QGFL08, QDN+21, SG17, WLG17].
LZTB16, LYH\textsuperscript{+}16, LWFW\textsuperscript{+}16, LGK18, LWZ19, LQNM19, LLM20, LCRM21, LSZL22, LHMN13, LZ13, LCB16, LCSZ15, LC\textsuperscript{+}17, LN12, LZ11, MKKN21, MDP\textsuperscript{+}21, MAE\textsuperscript{+}08, MSSS\textsuperscript{+}10, MV14, ML\textsuperscript{+}19, MGMB19, MMM\textsuperscript{+}16, MC17, ML13, ML11, MJ16, MBDL14, MON20, MGTZ21, MVW\textsuperscript{+}23]. Data [MB08, Men18, MWP\textsuperscript{+}15, MLKQ22, MAB\textsuperscript{+}14, MVP11, MKN22, Moh13b, MMBL20, MG22, MBH\textsuperscript{+}11, MKM23, MMB\textsuperscript{+}12, MDR10, MHC15, Mur08, NCHJ13, NZRC13, NWJ20, OGP\textsuperscript{+}18, OSB15, OE12, PHWM11, PG13, ML13, ML11, MJ16, MBDL14, MON20, MGTZ21, MVW23]. Data-adaptive [ZZTL22]. Data-Insights [SFDMM22]. Data-with [JLS\textsuperscript{+}17]. Database [VFMD17]. Databases [CD17]. Dataset [ZSP19]. Datasets [BBE\textsuperscript{+}18, Ger09, PGW18, YKLK23]. Date [DGCT10]. Dating [TFG12, FLHA15]. Day [YKHS21]. Death [CWS15, DSH\textsuperscript{+}13, KLCM20]. Deaths [BKVV22, HWK21, SP20]. Debias [PKG23]. Debit [ML14]. Deciding [NCHJ13]. Decision [FZSI\textsuperscript{+}08, JWZBC19, KHZK23, MM08, MVV13, RCB\textsuperscript{+}19, SB20, SC14, YH13, ZZ22]. Decision-making [FZSI\textsuperscript{+}08, SC14]. Decision-theoretic [YH13]. Decisions [FGA09, RY11]. Declassified [GGCM20]. Decoding [VRN\textsuperscript{+}11]. Decomposition [ML23, WFS\textsuperscript{+}19, XZ\textsuperscript{+}18, ZSH13]. Decompositions [MHB\textsuperscript{+}09, VH14]. Deconvolution [WZ16, BHR11, MMY\textsuperscript{+}16, TTH21]. Deep [KW23, MTZZ21]. Deeply [ZSP19]. Default [ASX13, GPJS08, THY18]. Defects [LBD\textsuperscript{+}18a]. Defensive [FMBG15]. Deformation [SDHZ14]. Degeneration [GWZ19]. Degradation [ZSG14]. Degradation-based [ZSG14]. Degree [CTM14, ZKS15]. Delayed [DHL18, LYY13]. Delays [TM\textsuperscript{+}17]. Delinquency [KHZK23]. Delivered [STG21]. Delivery [YLS14, YKLK23]. Delta [ZGJ\textsuperscript{+}22]. Demand
Democrats [GC08, Gel13]. demographic

dependence [CCdCW18, CMZ19, CA18, Dup17, DT19, GH22, HHHV17, JLRZ21, KO14a, LZP16, PHCM+10, RRSM18, SCDDC16, XLS+19, YLG15, ZLZB18, ZHO22, ZW18]. dependent [AMR16, DMGJ20, GSC+20, REG+11, SGCT17, SW17, Tal15, TMPF12, WZLP20]. depends [ZB11].

depression [LNR+22]. depth [BD11, HS14, LW17]. Deriving [BC09].

descent [BH11, LYBA22, SWLS14, WL08b]. Describing [EFJ07].

design [DHL18, BFM12, BBL22, CDF+20, CMJZ22, DLKM20, FFM+21, HHK+16, HYL23, LMM15, LMMMS21, LSV+22, MM08, Ros12, Rub08, SVYP11, SM10, SC16, WDSJ23, YJD21, ZGJ+22]. design-based [BFM12, FFM+21].


differences [JL11, Lit19, LRM17, MVW+23, RLHD21, SG16, SPH17]. different [BvdB22, ZSG14]. differential

[BL11, BAH22, CFH+14, HST19, JND12, LT11, LMW10, LZW21, PLM+16, RSH12, Ros09, RJP16, RRH18, TCS+23, WZ18, ZYC+17, ZS22]. differentially [BZN18, CGFT15]. differentiate [WSK+21]. differentiation [WYKH07].

difficile [CD17]. diffraction [DGM+08]. diffuse [BEE+18].

diffusion [CT18, DZO9, GM15, HMT12, KL16, Lzal6, OW11, SDDT08, Sch16, WLP+16, WPLP16, YZAD13, ZYS+13, ZGS+14].

dimension [CHOK14, SFDMM22]. dimension-reduced [CHOK14].

dimensional [AWL13, ACG13, BW18, BHW15, CLR16, HHLC16, KOJ+14, LRR09, LZW+15, LAS16, LWFW16, MAB+14, MDR10, PGW18, PCJW15, RGSB+18, SWPN09, SM13, WL10, XBS23, ZCS13, ZYC+17, ZLDR17, ZW18, ZGS+14].
dimensionality [Fuk19, TJW10]. Dimensions [YSR22].
dioxide [MK21, ZGLH13]. diploid [BSB14]. diplomatic [GGCM20]. dipoles
[CHA+13]. Direct [HCS18, JFM11]. directed
[Cha17, DGL13, KRM +23, WYW +23]. direction
[JLGJL12, KL16, Laz16, SDLT08, Sch16, WLP +16, WLPP16]. directional
[HRP10, Mas22]. Dirichlet
[CL13, DMGJ20, FLP23, LDV +10, MM22, PAS23, SX09, TMN18].
Dirichlet-multinomial [CL13, PAS23]. Dirichlet-tree
[MM22, TMN18].
disability [DL11b, EFJ07, MV14]. disaggregate [CPG +21].
disaggregation [BBL22]. disagree [FRJ18]. disambiguations [AC12].
disclosure [CFLP15, SS10b]. DISCO [RS10]. discontinuities [vddBR10].
discontinuity [DZ23, LMM15, LMMS21]. discoveries [GGQY07].
Discovering [CLZ09, PQR21, ZPBW +18, LLR10]. discovery
[BYZ18, BG09, BZ18, GPR +22, JGJ20, LRB21, LWSP17, Mur10, Sch08,
SDT08, SWHO11, TWZ15, TP11, Wen16, YD23, ZLS +17, ZW07].
discrepancy [BML +20, HHHV17, Sta08b]. discrete
[AS10b, BZC +19, GCL +15, HHA15, HGMS23, KK13, YFHE20].
discrete-space [HHA15, HGMS23]. discretely [HCS18]. discretization
[HGS23]. discretized [COD22]. discriminability [KPC +19]. discriminant
[MDR10, WL10]. discriminants [ABNG14]. discriminating [Kip22].
discrimination [PG13, SCGD17, WK10, XDM15]. discriminative
[BCJ15]. discussant [Rub18]. Discussion
[Ben08, Ber11, BR08, BX09, Bir08, Cop09, CR11, Cra16, CRZ13, DL11a,
Dav17, Feu09, Fuc08, Gen09, Gill13, GFS09, HU11, Hat14, Hav14, HW08, Hol11,
HK17a, Ing08, Kad08, KL16, Kap11, KP16, KT16, Kos09, Kos13, Kra17, Laz16,
MM11, MB08, Moh13a, MV08, Mur08, NL11, Qi08, RRS16, RP13, Rém09,
Rou11, SMR11, Sch17, Sch13, Sch16, Sme11, Sti08, TF11, Tib08, TvdL08,
WA11, Wal14, WR16, Whi13, Zho17a, New09, Sil16, ZPBW +18, Tim11].
disease [FCGA +13, GWZ19, GM16, GMMW17, HCS18, MJM +21, JGC +18,
MDP21, Mar08, MH14, RTB +21, Ros16, RGPCI9, STMC17, SP20, WLL17,
WZ18, YHL17, YLH07, ZJBS21]. diseases
[AH16, ENF14, HVL14, LSS +12, WOK +16]. Disentangling [YTHY18].
disequilibrium [ZSS23, ZW12]. disjunction [PG14]. disorders
[FMB +12, FLP23]. disparities [GRS16, KM17, Tal15]. disparity [Tal13].
dispersion [LYH +16, RJP16]. dissecting [LC10]. Distance
[PM08, BX09, CZM10, CA18, Cop09, Feu09, Gen09, GFS09, Kos09, Kos13,
Rém09, SR09b, SR09c, XDM15, YBL +17, ZMO022]. Distance-based [PM08].
distances [DH18]. distancing [ZHYS23]. distinct
[LN12, NYDB +07, TCS +23]. Distributed
[Tad15, BWS19, WMT +21, WHC +22, ZS18]. Distribution [CQ09, BHR11,
CZM10, CVF10, FJK10, Gau11, GJPS08, Gill17, HBW17, HWF15, JLA16,
Joh09, Mac20a, Mac20b, QHPD19, SGCT17, TCS +23, WTCW10, ZW08].
Distribution-free [CQ09]. Distributional
[SHSZ19, KKL21, KKL26, MVW +23]. Distributions
[Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Fie07, Fie08, Pad13, Pad14, Ste11]. education
[FGMP16, FH19, KGB21, STD13, BDR16]. educational
[BMH16, CLM22, JL09, WBB13]. EEG
[GHO23, JPTO17, KF10, LSS+20, QW08]. Effect
[SvdLMP14, BMLG21, BKVW22, CHOK14, CLLR20, CMPR22, DPHL10, DT23, ENH+18, GEF22, HSFP11, HBHM13, HMP22, HS13, HZF22, IR13, KKM16, KDS20, KHBV20, LMM15, LNR+22, LYBA22, LKTJ+15, MSG+20, Mur10, NMD19, Ros18, RHC23, SH18, SP20, SGNM22, WRNR14, WTB16, YLS14, YHE20, ZHFN23, ZB11]. Effective
[WYT+20, BM11, CCD22, FND09, LSM15]. effectiveness
[MB22, ZPR14]. effects
[AMB+20, AS17, AM16, BSDG22, BMAF+23, BL19, CFW17, CFLP15, CWWW17, CAS20, CL12, CB22, DLKM20, DLL+18, FD20, FPC20b, FSPWWE18, GMMW17, GZB+11, GRL+13, HRP10, HHH10a, HUA18, Hua19, HYS19, IWG13, JRHM22, JCK22, LC10, LA22, LS+18, LX18, LCMJ11, LN12, MIP22, ML11, MG22, MKM23, NMD19, NECS17, OGP+18, PD20, PC20, PZSW23, RBF+20, STG21, SHW18, SKAL19, SL20, SJHD20, SML+21, DPT22, STD13, SHH22, TB22, URZF21, VFM17, WTCW10, WYH+14, WZ18, WH11, WSH+14, YL13, YLS+14, YMF19, ZLR19, ZHB09, ZGLH13, ZNSL14, ZSFS22, ZS20]. efficacy
[DLL+18, FH18, YGLH08]. Efficiency
[ZLR20, LCYZ23, SRZ+15, WHLN15, ZBL17]. Efficient
[BHR+21, BWT+20, KBH+11, LRS12, LRS15, MBR09, MP11, PDS13, SWHO11, vKvEW17, KMMS13, LWSP17, PHJ22, SVYP11, TSS10, ZMA+20, ZZTL22]. egocentric
[HZY+15]. egocentrically
[KM17]. elastic
[CKM21, FKSBS19]. election
[GM08, Men18, Sta08a, Sta08b]. elections
[RLH+13, DPT22]. electoral
[KSP16]. electrical
[ERM15]. Electricity
[Dup17, CPG+21, CMZ19, Lie13, Lie19]. electroencephalographic
[WOC18]. electron
[CHH+14, QHPD19, SSH+11, SHR+22]. electronic
[CD17, GSC+20, HCP+17, JG23, SPS20, TACH21, WD10, WSM+16, WLML23, ZC+20]. electrostatic
[FPLM18]. elegans
[HZY+15]. element
[PK18, PK19]. elementary
[KP15, KS17]. Elevated
[CN07]. Elicitability
[Dav17, HK17a, Kra17, NZ17a, NZ17b, Sch17, Zho17a]. elimination
[MRW09]. elliptical
[SR15]. elusive
[BvdH09]. email
[MKM23]. embedded
[MHG18, ZZTL22]. embedding
[ZMO22]. embryonic
[HZY+15]. emergency
[MMWH11]. emerging
[BWT+20]. EMG
[SIS+20]. emission
[EKW20, KDH+19]. emphasizing
[OMM+14]. Empirical
[FM17, KP15, Lia19, ME18, Sch08, XDO10, AS23, Bro08, CT07, FFR+08, MRS19, Mur10, MNB+12, RRSM18, SIL+11, TC21, VC14, ZWW13]. employees
[BBB+18]. Employer
[BHW15]. employment
[ENH+18, HTP14, WK10]. emulating
[BJJ2]. emulation
[GB16, GD+18, PACB21]. emulators
[KBH+11]. Encoding
[VRN+11]. end
[HSD+22, HK23, RAKS14, RAKS15]. end-of-life
[HSD+22]. end-to-end
[HK23]. endangered
[CFW17]. endogenous
[CMPR22, HBP17]. endorsement
[SFH17]. endosperm
[LC10]. endpoint
Gau11, Gho10, Goe11, HRP10, HHL16, Hof07, HCKFZ21, HGB21, HLK18, JLI10, JLA16, JCJ20, JLS+17, KL16, KKK16, KFBL11, KMKB16, KB10, KP15, LK13, LxJ16, LRZ08, LCY23, LCMJ11, MAZM13, MBYWX19, MRS19, MSG+20, MZ12, MGRG+23, MWP+15, Moh13b, MNR14, Mur10, OKGM14, PHJ22, PNB22, PDM19, PLM+16, PL08, RLSF12, RBB11, Sad18, Sav16, SCRS+20, SK22, Sch16, SKS10, SBH18, SM13, SIS+20, TMY17, TSG17, TLF+19, VFH16, WDSJ23, WMMH13, WBA+14, WLP+16].

estimation [WLPP16, WMA+14, YLLS21, Yua09, YJZ09, ZZTL22, Zho17b, ZST14, ZB11, vdkVeW17]. estimator [BY13, FO11, SSZT19, SRL10, ZSP19]. estimators [FSG16, FKSBS19].

Estrogen [QDN+21]. eSwatini [DPR+20]. ETAS [CDM18, KO14b]. ETAS-I [CDM18].

euroid [LMKC12, OSL+14]. Euclidean [DKZ09, WCW15]. Europe [Far22, KO14a].

Europeans [CCdCW18]. evaluate [PC19, ZLR19]. Evaluating [AK12, CH14, HBBH13, LMM15, LMMS21, WSM+16, HS13, HZG22b, JSW09, RCF+13, SM20b, ZNSL14]. Evaluation [GKS17, BSL10, BLM09, COC23, HK17b, IR13, KHLB22, LMM13, RLH+15, SDL+11, SFS+S21, ZBLC17]. event [AS10b, Bro09, COD22, CL12, FZSI+08, GMMW17, GSC+20, GMB15, HCD+21, KMMS13, KN20, MDP21, OHLB22, RV20, RC23b, SHM20, SPsLC16, SG17, SH11, TFB14, WLL17, WACY20, WLFP20, WVCZ22, YLC+17, ZHO22].

event-history [FZSI+08].

event-related [KMMS13, SPsLC16]. events [CW10, CW13a, CW13b, CRZ13, FCPL19, GAGCM20, Gil13, HCD+21, LTL19, Moh13a, RP13, RCP+16, SM20a, Sch13, SCW+23, Whi13, WT1B16].

Evidence [DT19, KDS20, LMM15, CPV+11, COC23, PK18, PC19, PPB+14, SM20b, ML14, PK19]. evolution [ABB+12, CHJCK18, HS09, LL09, NS17, PDM19, RSH12, vDDS+09]. evolutionary [EFDS20, LNC+19]. evolving [PC19, ZLR19].

Exact [FJK10, MG22, Ros12, STD13]. examine [SFGLR15]. examiner [HS14].


[FFW09, PGW18]. exploratory [AICV11, BDC+11, LSM15]. Exploring [WLK18, ZGLH13, NCHJ13]. exponential [ABB+12, GRL+13, Sch08]. exposure [BZS19, BPS14, DLS+17, GTZ+21, LCZ+17, NMD19, PD20, PZSW23, RGF+20, RLHD21, SBJR09, SLZS08, WBS+19]. exposures [FD20, KDL+17, MBL+17, WLG17, ZMC+21]. expressed [CGFT15, FPL10]. expression [ABNG14, BBT+14, BBE+18, CGT+14, CCJ+09, CZM10, FdVvWvdW13, LT11, LJCW21, MKKN21, ML13, MGSD19, MCCW09, PLM+16, QDN+21, RS16, Ros09, SZO12, SKZ14, TIPF12, WFS19, WL08a, WL22, YLH17, YLLS21, YRY17, ZWS08, ZLD12].


Function-on-function [ZMC +21]. Function-on-scalar [LLM20].

Categorical [AXEC18, FFJJ14, FZZW17, GSD +18, HSH12, LA12, LRHF12, RD14, ZS09, dCdCAGM16, BNW08, BM11, BCJ15, BJS +22, CMZ19, Chi12, CCH19, DCCP09, DL11b, FO11, FS14, GDJR20, Ger09, GLB +17, GCC +11, GKS17, JCK +22, LZK +15, LWL15, Lie13, MMGC22, MBH +11, MHC15, PGL +11, RN14, Sha16, SG16, SS15a, SIS +20, SXC +20, Sun22, TSY22, TON20, VGH14, WNZK14, WJF +15, WHLN15, WDL22, WYL +22, WFC +22, WBKJ22, YLL12, ZW15, ZSLH23, ZSG11, ZZD22].

Functional [AXEC18, FFJJ14, FZZW17, GSD +18, HSH12, LA12, LRHF12, RD14, ZS09, dCdCAGM16, BNW08, BM11, BCJ15, BJS +22, CMZ19, Chi12, CCH19, DCCP09, DL11b, FO11, FS14, GDJR20, Ger09, GLB +17, GCC +11, GKS17, JCK +22, LZK +15, LWL15, Lie13, MMGC22, MBH +11, MHC15, PGL +11, RN14, Sha16, SG16, SS15a, SIS +20, SXC +20, Sun22, TSY22, TON20, VGH14, WNZK14, WJF +15, WHLN15, WDL22, WYL +22, WFC +22, WBKJ22, YLL12, ZW15, ZSLH23, ZSG11, ZZD22].

Functional-data [YSH22].

functions [BJ12, BHR11, HHHV17, JDP +13, KBH +11, LCB16, REG +11, SLZS08, SCA13]. Fund [MSS09]. Fused [HYS19].

Future [CW13a, CW13b, CRZ13, Gil13, Moh13a, RP13, Sch13, TETJ17, Whi13].

GaGa [Ros09]. gage [FRL08]. gain [CCD22]. game [GCN09, HGM15, HS10]. Gamma [VDP08, BWS19, XBS23, HGRS17].


dgeologies [ADB14]. general [AS17, AM07, BHB +21, BvdH19, CLK +12, DLZL16, LC10, LG18, Mar08, MNR14, SBS14, WZS19]. generalization [NECS17, NS20]. Generalized [FWGS11, LW17, WD10, WZLP20, WOH23, YD23, CFH +14, CLLR20, CVF10, DLM14, FO11, Goe11, KGGQ15, MHC15, NWW +21, PGL +11, XCC20].


genes [CCJ +09, CGFT15, ET07, FPL10, GM09, JEAS09, LNC +19, NPM12, PLM +16, SCTV11, WP12, ZKY14, ZLDR17]. genetic
[Sta23]. **hand-audited** [Sta23]. **Handbook** [BGH+09, KBB+11]. **Handling** [CAL+23, Ger09, PKP16, SRH16]. **handwriting** [COC23]. **haplotype** [SX09]. **hard** [M+12]. **hard-to-reach** [M+12]. **Hardy** [ZSS23]. **harmful** [VFMD17]. **harmonic** [HAFFH21]. **harvest** [Mei10]. **hate** [SM20a]. **Hawkes** [FSG16, HJS22, MMBL20, WWCZ22]. **hazard** [LCZ+17, MR15, OBHL22, TVJM13, XS11]. **hazards** [FSM+19, PZSW23, SW17, WL10, ZHJZ15]. **HDP** [FSJW11]. **HDP-HMM** [FSJW11]. **Health** [GMB15, AMB+20, CL12, FND09, GSC+20, HFP+17, JFRS17, JCK22, KGGQ15, Lee18, NH19, PD20, PHJ22, PBSVS23, RGF+20, SBJR09, SPS20, Tal13, Tal15, TACH21, WSM+16, WLML23, WHC+22, ZMB23]. **healthcare** [Hat14, Hav14, NSS14a, NSS14b, Pad14, SPH17, SXZ23, Wal14]. **healthy** [HSFP11]. **heaping** [CWS15]. **heart** [KH13]. **heat** [BM22, PKGG23, SRCK16]. **heavy** [PS12, VDP08]. **heavy-tailed** [PS12, VDP08]. **height** [AYJ+09, RAY14]. **heights** [TETJ17]. **hematopoiesis** [XKG+19]. **hematopoietic** [FGA09]. **hemodynamic** [WZF+13]. **hemoglobin** [SPS20]. **hemolysis** [VGH14]. **hereditary** [GPBT22]. **heritability** [SSZT19]. **Hermite** [HCKFZ21]. **heterogeneities** [YHX13]. **Heterogeneity** [FS13a, FDH10, HYS19, IR13, LMGJ15, MBDL14, MBK+21, SKAL19, WHAW21, XZX18, ZPR14]. **Heterogeneous** [BSDG22, AV15, BB11, BH11, FMA18, GCL+15, HLZ+15, JCK22, KH23, LG18, LCRM21, LW18, SML+21, WYL+22, WS14, WL22, ZLR19]. **heterosexual** [AH16]. **heteroskedastic** [JGC+18, ZGJ+22]. **Hi** [WSU+19]. **Hi-C** [WSU+19]. **Hidden** [RGT13, SPPO08, SSL+10, AM07, BvdH09, CLFC23, CGFT15, DLS+17, FGA09, FCGA+13, HAFHH21, JAZ15, JLL09, LDV+10, LNC+19, PGL+19, SKAL19, SM13, SLO22, WYH+14, WCH+23, WL08a, ZW07, DMN20]. **Hierarchical** [BM22, CB10, DL09, DTZP13, FBMO9, Gau11, LPKP22, LH1H9, SRC15, VH14, WKR21, YH20, An608, BST15, BB11, CGT+14, CGCA21, COC23, DMMG20, DB22, EFDS20, FCC15, FLF32, HGM15, HST19, JWS09, JYW+19, JYB16, KNWJ14, LSS+20, LSY+22, LWZ19, LSS+12, LN12, LZ11, MLP+19, MRM12, MNR14, PN22, RS12, SJM+14, SP13, SG16, SX09, SM20b, DPT22, TTH21, TL11, VBK19, WYH+14, YOZC23, ZSP19, ZHM+19, ZCH+16]. **High** [ASY09, BDR16, OBHL22, PACB21, SGLB10, YFM19, AWL13, ACG13, BC09, BW18, BHW15, DBTP21, FDKP13, FCPL19, GSD+18, GS13, HHLC16, HH21, HKP23, LLR09, LBHB11, LZW+15, LS22, LWFW16, LPT+11, MAB+14, MDR10, OW11, PGW18, PCJW15, RGSB+18, SFDMM22, SPPO08, SWPN09, SS15a, SCL+13, SM13, Ste09, VML+21, WKLvD16, WL10, XBS23, ZCS13, ZYC+17, ZLDR17, ZW18, ZGS+14, ZPR14]. **high-dimensional** [AWL13, ACG13, BW18, BHW15, HHLC16, LLR09, LZW+15, LWFW16, MAB+14, PGW18, PCJW15, RGSB+18, SM13, WL10, XBS23, ZCS13, ZYC+17, ZLDR17, ZW18, ZGS+14]. **high-energy**
[WKLvD16]. High-fidelity [PACB21]. high-frequency [Ste09].
high-income [HKP23]. high-order [VML+21]. High-resolution
[OBHL22, FCPL19, HI21, SFDM22]. High-throughput
[SGLB10, BC09, DBTP21, LBHB11, LS22, SPPR08, SS15a]. Higher
[Kip22, WSH+14]. highly [VFH16]. histogram [ZMLS22]. histologic
[CCH+21]. histone [CLZ16]. historical [BZC+19, CW13a, CW13b, CRZ13,
Gil13, JSR16, Moh13a, NZRC13, RP13, Sch13, Whi13, ZCD+20]. history
[FZSI+08, LNC+19, SH11]. HIV [AXEC18, ARC07, Bro09, CPvV+11,
DPR+20, DGCT10, HL08, HWWA11, JLS+17, JD18, KH23, KM17,
LN+22, LMW10, PRWW11, SB+23, STD13, SH11, YWQG23, ZW19].
HIV/AIDS [Bro09, JLS+17, ZW19]. HMM [FSJW11]. hmmSeq
[CGFT15]. hockey [TVJM13]. holding [MHH17]. hole [LBBM21].
home [STG21]. home-delivered [STG21]. homeless [GBC21, KB10].
homelessness [GF19]. homes [BLM09]. homicide [Sad14]. homocysteine
[Ros18]. homogeneous [WCH+23]. homology [BMM+16]. horizontal
[JGVM18]. hormone [YSR21]. horseshoe [NVH08]. Horseshoes
[CD17]. hotspots [GPR+22, HH21, RDH+20]. hourly [DLZ10]. House
[YLZ11, PPM14, DPT22]. Household
[BHW15, ML14, PHH11, STA18, SCK19]. households [Gan11, MGM+14].
housing [RFB17, VIF13]. human [CD20, CAV+19, DM18, HRP10, JMY+14,
LZ21, LS+15, LPPK22, Sad18, SL20, VM+21, WJ16, YZAD13, ZSLH23].
hunting [XDM15]. Huntington [GM16, GMMW17]. hurdle
[CFW17, PW12]. hurricane [LLKP18, PACB21, RF07, SKKS14, XKS15].
hybrid [MAE+08, SSH+11, ZLZB18]. hydrodynamics [GBH+15].
hypergraphs [JWZBC19]. hyperparameter [PLM+16]. hypertensive
[FLP23]. hypervariable [PLM+16]. hypotheses [Hua19, JEAS09].
Hypothesis [BW18, GLB+17, ST14, BFF+09, Efr08, PG14, SZO12].
I-55 [PS15]. I/II [YY11]. IA [GFW+09]. iBAG [ZMA+19]. Ice
[CKT+22, K014a, CHAP16, DRB21, LH+20, TVJM13]. ideal [TM22].
Identification [KH23, SW18, AABC+19, CC19, FKSBS19, HCW11, JD18,
KHVD20, KHDV22, LMS10, LES12, LGL+12, MG22, Ryu22, SF11, SAV+14,
WYT+20, WVL+21, WJ16, YZAD13, ZSLH23].
hunting [XDM15]. Huntington [GM16, GMMW17]. hurdle
[CFW17, PW12]. hurricane [LLKP18, PACB21, RF07, SKKS14, XKS15].
hybrid [MAE+08, SSH+11, ZLZB18]. hydrodynamics [GBH+15].
hypergraphs [JWZBC19]. hyperparameter [PLM+16]. hypertensive
[FLP23]. hypervariable [PLM+16]. hypotheses [Hua19, JEAS09].
Hypothesis [BW18, GLB+17, ST14, BFF+09, Efr08, PG14, SZO12].

identity [ARK+18, BvdH19, SWLS14]. identity-by-descent [SWLS14].
ignition [UH20]. II [Fie10b, YY11].
illustrated [RHHH13]. illustration [CCJ+09]. image [BGH+09, CBZG17,
DLM14, KW23, LZW+15, LGK18, MBH+11, WNKR14, ZJLC08]. imagery
[AYJ+09, MVW+23]. images
[CCH+21, CHH+14, LS18, LBD+18a, LWLX19, RMS+19, VRN+11, YWL+12].
NZRC13, NSS14a, NSS14b, OM12, Pad14, PZSW23, RFWE22, RCLWW10, RMS+19, RHZ+15, Rub08, STMC17, Sch08, STG21, SPF20, SCV+10, SJ11, TJDE17, TACH21, TAC+16, TFB+20, TB22, VCC22, Wal14, WTCW10, WDSJ23, WBKJ22, WIC+10, WBK+19, XKG+19, ZMA10, ZK10, ZYC+17, ZNB+21, ZHYS23, ZCH+16. inferferences [GM09]. inferred [CLK+13].

[HCP+17, JLDQ10, KAvdW+23, SML+21, SH11]. interval-censored
[HCP+17, SH11]. intervals [SYZ11]. Intervention
[vdBR10, HYS19, JL09, PPLK18, SGNM22]. interventional
[CC19, LZ11, SHM15], interventions [SP13, Sun22]. intra [HS14],
 intra-examiner [HS14], intracellular [MN15, MHB+09], intrinsic
[FWK+13, SFDMM22]. Introducing [DJ11, New09]. Introduction
[Fiel0a, Fiel0b, LRS09, Sil16]. inverse
[LPT+11, MKN22, NW20, SWH22, TACH21, THN+19, YE14, ZCS13,
ZKS15]. inverse-probability [TACH21]. investigate [RCP+16].
Investigating [HMT12, SG16, WCH+23, WG23]. ion
[MHB+09]. ionosphere [GKS17]. ionospheric [FPLM18, GKZS12]. iQRAT
[Ger09, LCB16, LCSZ15, MLKQ22]. isoform
[LZZL18]. Isolation [ZSR14]. isomorphic [MBH+11]. isotonic
[LRS12, LRS15, QGM+14]. isotropy
[FDK13]. issues [Ly08]. Italia [ZST16]. Italian [DPR11, DPT22]. Italy
[FS13a]. item [AZM11, WBB13]. iTRAQ [MAZM13].

Jensen [YHE20]. Jesus [Fie08]. JFK [STJ+07]. JIVE [LHMN13]. job
[CCH+21, FCC15, FHSJ14, HS22, HVL14, Hua18, LZZL18, LHMN13, NH19,
OKGM14, SH11, YLG15, ZCS22, LTL19, MBYWX19, MSH21,
MDWH21, MKM23, NAY10, PC20, PJ+21, WP12, YWQG23, For22].
jointly [AS10b, LR20a, vdBN09]. Jolly [WHAW21]. journalism [RHHH13].
Jump [KGQG15, Kan20]. junction [GZB+11]. juvenile [BSLL10].

Kernel [RZC+18, WHC+22, DGH08, FCPL19, LC12, SML+11, ZK10, ZM16].
Kernel-penalized [RZC+18]. key [DP+20, ZB11]. killings [KN13].
kINETIC [CCWN22]. kinetons [OMM+14]. Kingdom [CHJCK18]. Kingman
knowledge [FDH10]. Kullback [CSL+08].

label [OGP+18]. label-free [OGP+18]. labeled [MV+23, SLB23].
labeling [CWWW17, MAZM13]. labeling-based [CWWW17]. labels
[WBC15]. laboratory [DHM+17]. lack [HS13]. lag
[PSL+16, WMT+21, WHC+22]. Lagged [KRC23]. lakes [SCS+20].
Lambert [Goe11, Goe14]. land [HHC17, MK21]. land-use [MK21].
landscape [HHK+16, MDB11, ZW08]. landscapes [ZPGO21]. landslide
[OBH12]. LAPD [KHLB12]. Laplace [ISR12]. Large [JJZZ21, QTL+22,
ZN+21, ACG13, AR18, BHR+21, BBE+18, CGW+10, CW13a, CW13b,
CDN12, CRZ13, DBF+16, DTL+23, DVF13, FBM09, Gil13, GBH+15, GS11,
JL09, JMY+14, JG23, LRZ08, Men18, Moh13a, MKM23, PYP+09, PGW18,
PS13, RP13, SJH11, Sch13, SWPN09, SPsLC16, SKAL19, VFM17, VHS13,
Whi13, YKLK23, YBL+17, ZPMA10, ZZ18, ZSP19, ZRCC21, ZS17].
Large-scale [JJRRZ21, QTL+22, ZNB+21, DTL+23, GS11, JL09, JG23,
mark-recapture [CA18, DSCS19, LK13, LWLX19].

...
CPvV+11, DVA+19, DLZ10, DGCT10, DET23, FDH10, GM15, HG10, HL08, HCRB23, LvdVvWvdW13, Lie13, LL09, MDP21, MW20, Mas22, Moh13b, NMW'+21, QBC13, RAY14, RD14, SCK19, TMPF12, TSG17, UH20, VIF13, WRNR14, XKS15, ZLZB18, ZGM23, ZHO22, ZHZJ15, AMR18, AS10b, BJ19, BM22, BM11, BD11, BB11, CN07, DRB21, DL11b, DFN08, DHM+17, Fie10a, Fie10b, Fin13, FD11, FZCV22, FHSJ14, FRL08, GT10, GH22, HGRS17, HWF15, IGA22, JW12, JPTO17, JTLE22, KN20, KG11, KLH+16, KPDO23, Kou08, LZZL18, LSC+20, LA22, LMKC12, LYH+16, LGK18, LCRM21, LN12, LZ11, MCG18, ML11, MRM12, MCCW09, MDWH21, NB11, NH19, OPL+14, PMQW14, PK18, PTGN12, PPL14, QLP09, QWC17, RF07, RGPC19, RSD22, SMZ21.

Models [SJM+14, SP13, SRC15, SGCW07, SFB16, SZ20, SCL+13, SSH+11, SCV+10, SH11, SJ11, WTJ10, WP12, WRK21, WFC+22, WWCZ22, XS11, YLG15, YZS+13, ZLR19, ZY12, ZGJ+22, ZS09, ZSG11, ZW18].

Modelling [TM22, GKP+16].

Modern [DSCS19, DSB19, MC17, RTB22, SJHJD20, WTB16, COM22, CT18, CA18, CLGK22, CD17, DMA19, DMGJ20, ESF14, EKO22, GPRR16, GSD+18, GJVM18, RS09, REFT18, SCDD18, WSU+19, YWQG23].

Models [ASX13, AD22, AT10, AS23, AV15, AM07, BJ12, BTJ+14, BPS22, BLTV14, BHH+21, BPS14, BL11, BK20, BvdD22, BW15, BWBS14, BH10, BGK+15, BJ09, CGM17, CMT14, CMLP15, CS13, COD22, CR13, CB10, CBZG17, CLFC23, CCGN22, CLR16, CLLR20, CGN22, CD18, CB12, CSS11, CWS15, CMJ09, CWH20, DL09, DBF+16, DPHL10, DB22, DL11b, DVA+19, DW21, EFJ07, FCC15, FB09, FFZ17, FPC20a, FH13, FSG16, FMA18, GJP08, GRL+13, GEC13, GMB15, GB16, GY23, GCL+15, GM15, GQ11, HHA15, HHH+16, HHHV17, HSH12, HJ18, HGS23, HCS18, HGRS17, HTP14, HCU11, HHH+21, HR22, Hu12, HCP+17, ISR12, JR3M22, JWL+19, JHM16, JSF+22, JS08, Kan20, KKL11, KN17, KG11, KM17, KZU23, KQ14b, KLCM20, LK13, LBA11, LRDD22, LDV+10, LWL15, LS18, LNC+19, LLZ19, LKB21].

Models [LS22, LBD18b, LQN19, LS+12, LHH19, LN12, MV14, MIP22, MMM+16, ML13, MB14, MGSD19, MMGR21, MGTZ21, MG+14, MB22, MLKQ22, MH14, MZ18, MBH+11, MDGM21, NKAY10, PQR21, PHJ22, PCJW15, PW12, RGT13, RB10a, RB11, RBF+20, RTB+21, SLSF12, SC11, STM17, SB109, SLO+8, SPPR08, SEX21, SWH01, SSL+10, SRH16, SFGLR15, SBH18, SL20, SW17, SM13, SCTV11, SKZ14, TDJE17, TDBM23, TVJM13, TWZ15, TB22, VIF13, VFMD17, VCC22, VSSK18, VRN+11, WZHC12, WBB13, WZF+13, WYH+14, WSM+16, WME17, WCL23, WS10a, WS10b, WHC+22, WK10, WHNW15, XLS+19, XBS23, YD23, YHE20, YSL08, YR21, YBL+17, ZPG021, Zan15, ZYC+17, ZO17, ZRC21, ZNB+21, ZW07, ZSFS22, dCP10, DNN20, vDBR10].

Moderate [KPDO23].

Moderator [NECS17, NS20].

Modern [CHAP16, DH11, Kaf11a].

Modes [FRL18].

Modifications [CLZ16].

Modified [ZRC21].

Modifying [SPF20].

Modulated [WWCZ22, ZLS+17].

Modules [WJP+15, ZW07].
CGCN22, CCS18, CSZK14, CR11, DBG21, DL11a, EKO22, EOB21, FM17, FFR+08, FHSJ14, GWZ19, GMLB+14, GSC+20, GGQY07, GG19, HU11, HS22, Hol11, HISV15, HZG+22a, HLK18, JL09, JCJ20, JLRK23, JMK5, KKL11, KS19, KDH+19, LT11, LZZL18, LL19, LBL20, LHNNZ13, MBB+09, MLN13, MM11, MW11b, MKS+14, NH19, NL11, OKGM14, PMLW14, PN22, PC20, PSL+16, PLCX23, RTB+21, Ros16, Ry11, Rou11, RDH+20, SJH11, SP13, SM11, STMC17, Sco09, STG21, SM13, SPS1, LAM16, SPS20, SH12, Sm11, SM16, TJD17, TSY22, TACH21, Tin11, VVSK18, WA11, WLM17, WLG17, WCW+22, WJT+21, WP12, WESVS23, WMLK19, YOZC23, ZW07, ZS17, ZGS+14].

multiple-level [JL09], multiple-model [SHC12], multiple-neuron [VVSK18], multiple-response [RDH+20], multiple-trial [EKO22], multiresolution [CP20, Sav16], multiresponse [LZ13], Multiscale [EKO22, WZF+13], multistage [BK20], Multistate [MLKQ22, MDP21], multistrain [TFB+20], multitissue [MSH21], MultiType [XBS23], Multivariate [BHW15, GPRR16, GG11, JSF+22, LLMK18, MHH17, QWCI7, RSD22, AS10b, AV15, BZC+19, BJS+22, CLM22, CDN12, CSB+15, DLS+17, DGL13, DJJ1, DTL+23, EFJ07, FPC20a, HWK21, HSVF09, JRHM22, JLDQ10, JIE+22, Joh09, Kaf11a, KN20, KOB+20, KK13, KZS23, LS18, MBL+17, MLP+19, MB22, PTGN12, PZB+10, QTL+22, RF07, SFC11, SJH11, SXZ23, TJW10, THN+19, WME17, XBS23, ZWS08, ZHB09, ZCM+11, ZNB+21, ZMLS22].

Multiview [GBMRR20, BTA20, MM15, STM17], musical [MMGR21, YH20], mutated [LWSP17], mutation [DT2P13, FYB+15, FSB+19, OSB15, TP11, ZSMJ19], mutations [MBN+12], my [Bic10, Sto10], myelination [PDM19].

names [Zan15], nanomaterials [PTGN12], nanoparticle [LKTJ+15], nanoparticles [KDH+13], nanoscale [Kou08]. NanoString [JWL+19], narwhals [SJHJD20], NASH [MDGM21], national [DH10, GNC22], natural [BLTV14, NMD19, SH11, VRN+11, ZSR14], navigational [DCHP21], NBA [GEF22], nCounter [JWL+19], NCVS [YSL08], Near [YLK23], Near-far [YLK23], nearest [BBM20, DBF+16, KBF11], nearest-neighbor [BBM20], needlets [FDKP13], negative [RHL+22, WDSJ23], neighbor [BBM20, DBF+16, KBF11], ZBC16], neighborhood [MAM17], Neolithic [BBG+12], Nested [KB23, BL11, DLKM20, DKL19, GG19, IS12, LRZ08, LMS10, MMK23, RD14, WYH+14, ZSP19], net [FKSBS19], Netherlands [CPV+11, vdWTC+12], Network [FFW09, Haz15, LLR15, OM12, RKL19, Sin11, TF11, WSU+19, WZF18, ZS22, AS17, BZ16, BBE+18, DH18, DTL+23, Fie10a, Fie10b, GLB+17, JLB+14, JLRK23, KM17, LDGK+17, LJR09, LHPW13, LZ19, MRMB15, MBYWX19, ME18, MHK22, NKAY10, PPLK18, RVW20, STM17, SM10, SKS10, SHM15, SCV+10, SKBL23, UH20, VML+21, WLM+21, WL08a, WH11, XZW21, XFS10, YLC+17, ZKS15].
O157 [TFB +20]. obesity [CLLR20]. Object [MVV13, KDH +13].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. Objective [CC19, Rub08]. objects [ZMLS22].
Objective [CC19]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Objective [CC19, Rub08]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Object-oriented [MVV13]. object [ZMLS22]. objects [ZMLS22].
Principal
[DKLL19, JFM11, LAS16, SP19, ZD13, AXEC18, APW+09, DCCP09, EHM18, GMM08, HZG22b, JEK+22, KDH+19, LHH10, LMM15, LBL20, MLX13, PZ19, RC23b, WT08, YLH17, YFM19, ZW15, ZB11, ZGS+14], printing [SDHZ14], prior [DMGJ20, GJPS08].

Prioritizing [KSW+21], priors [AMB+20, LdGK+17, MHC15, NWJ20, PHWM11, PS12, URZF21, VH14, WLM+21, WMA+14], prison [ENH+18].

private [PL11, SBSH18, dCP10], private-values [dCP10]. Probabilistic [ARC07, BRG08, DRB21, FMB+12, SM15, SLBL23, Ay12, CMR18, DB22, KLCM20, LG20, LR20b, SHSZ19, XLS+19]. probabilities [CW13a, CW13b, CRZ13, FBW+17, Gil13, GNCS22, Moh13a, RP13, RBB11, SB20, Sch13, TSG17, Whi13]. Probability [SJM+14, MKN22, TACH21].

probation [KB23], probe [WI07], probe-level [WI07], probes [DSB19].

probing [HS14], Probit [MBDL14, MMGC22, ZNB+21]. problem [BK20, BdHz08, BFF+09, LPT+11, LFMM23, LLL10, MM08, SCDG17, WS10a, WS10b, YE14, ZCS13, ZKS15]. problems [AS10a, Efr08, GS11, TL11, WOH23, YSR22]. procedural [SPH17].

procedure [BG09, MAB+14, STG21, WTCW10, ZTLW20, ZWW13]. procedures [CSZK14, ZDD11]. process [BJ12, BPS14, BWB14, CT18, CMJZ22, CDM18, DBF+16, DMGJ20, FHSJ14, FSG16, GB16, HHHV17, ISR12, JGVM18, JWH22, JSF+22, KNWJ14, KKL11, Lee18, LDV+10, LW17, LCRM21, MGBMB19, OHIO9, PKGG23, SX09, SJHJD20, TAC+16, TVJM13, THN+19, URZF21, WS10a, WS10b, WJT+21, WKR21, XQZ21, XS11, YBL+17, ZK10]. process-convolution [Lee18]. processes [BMAF+23, BSNP16, CKHP15, CGW+10, CW10, CL12, CSS11, CWS15, DAAM22, DSH+13, ERM15, FD20, FLP23, HKT12, JGC+18, JLGLJL12, KPDO23, LYH+16, LL09, MRW09, MKS+14, MAL+22, PM08, PPM14, RAY14, SH18, SB20, SYZ15, SH08, SZ12, SG17, SCA13, UH20, WWCZ22, XKS15, XKG+19, ZZ22].


programming [ZSG+13]. programs [GMM08, ME18]. progression [AXEC18, LGL+18, YLH17]. project [BL19]. projections [ARC07, CGCA21, LR20b, PK11, Ros16]. promote [ME18]. promotion [MKM23].


prostate [LCMJ11]. prosthesis [SIS+20]. protection [SS10b]. protective
[CBvdHvdH08]. protects [PLM+16]. protein
[BTJ+14, BFF+09, DK12, GPR+22, HTM+13, JJRZ21, LDV+10, LMS10, MPT12, PK11, RS14, WLK18]. proteins [HBW17, Kou08]. proteomic
[BBM20, FKSBS19]. proteomics
[CWW17, CLGK22, KPA+10, LLM20, MBH+11, OGP+18, WKG+15]. protocols [LGL+18]. Prototype [BT11, RLSF12]. provided [SS10b].
Providing [BBB+18, SBSH18]. proxies
[BLTV14, Ber11, DL11a, HU11, Hol11, Kap11, MM11, MW11b, NL11, Rou11, SMR11, Sme11, Tin11, WA11]. proximal [CLK+12]. proximity
psychiatric [AD22, RHZ+15]. PTEM [JLLK20]. public
[PL11, WR12, WME17]. pulmonary [CHS+16, FS14, SRZ+15]. purchases
[LMM21]. purposive [CDF+18].
Qini [BMGN21]. Qini-based [BMGN21]. qRT [SKZ14]. qRT-PCR
[SKZ14]. QTL [Wen16]. quality
[BGC20, DLM14, FND09, KBMF+23, LYH+16]. Quantification
[CDP+17, DGM+08, FSG16, KP15, KS17, LZZL18, LBBM21, WZ16]. quantify [MAB+14]. Quantifying
[FWK+13, LL16, RAKS14, YFHE20, SDH18, RAKS15]. Quantile
[SFGRL15, WILW22, AL16, BL19, BGC20, CGI08, HCYH20, LZ21, LZCW21, LLM20]. quantiles [BPS22, BL19, GGPM16]. Quantitative
[ZJLC08, BRG08, CWW17, MAZM13, MBH+11, WGL+18b]. Quantum
queues [RCLWW10].
R [GQ10]. race [JL19, KPC+19]. race-independent [JL19]. racial
[GRS16, GQ10, KM17]. radar [FRL08, LGK18]. radial [HCKFZ21, XDM15].
radiation [CM09, DH10]. radiative [GBH+15]. radio [CVF10, ZMA+19].
RADIOHEAD [MBK+21]. Radiomics [ZMA+19]. Radiomics-based
[ZMA+19]. rainfall [BCR+19, BdHZ08, DT23, FRL08, HGRS17]. Random
[IKBL08, NqdB+07, URZF21, VFMD17, WNRZ11, Zan15, BZC+19, BFF+09, CFW17, CDB11, DPHL10, FPLM18, FCC15, FTE+21, GRL+13, Goe11, GPZ+22, GREG15, JLL+19, JLB+14, JWL+19, JYB16, LA22, LSL+15, LSY+22, MN15, PQR21, PK11, PC20, Tin11, WTCW10, WL08a, ZPGO21, ZNSL14, ZYXS16]. random-coefficient [JWL+19].
Random-effects [URZF21, CFW17, LSY+22]. Random-set [NqdB+07].
Randomization [JFRS17, WDSJ23, ZHYS23, ZZ08]. randomized
[CA22, CCS18, CBvdHvdH08, DLKM20, DK18, HZF22, IR13, JFRS17, STD13, WLM+21, WDSJ23, YY11, ZZTL22, ZHFN23]. randomness
[LMB18]. RAnk [WILW22, ABNG14, DK18, FH09, GZB+11, GM08, HSF11, HH21, Ho07, LZCW21, OSL+14, Tal15, WME17, WG23, WCL23].
rank-based [WCL23]. rank-dependent [Tal15]. rank-score [LZCW21].
ranked [FDH10]. Ranking
[SHGA10, CD20, DTL+23, FY23, MV12, NZ12, SMZ16]. rape [YSL08].
Rapid [YJD21, MN15]. rare [FCGA+13, WSH+14]. rarity [Wei07]. Rasch
[BMH16]. rate [AS10a, BYZ18, BG09, FYB+15, FSG16, GPR+22, JC20,
KXC09, KH13, LR20b, MKS+14, Murl0, PHCM+10, RH23, Sch08, SDT08,
TT09, TWH13, WFH+22, Wen16, ZLS+17, ZYFF19]. rates [CdVM+22,
GBC21, HE15, LL16, Mar08, MMWH11, TP11, YSL08, vdKvEW17].
rati
o [CGCA21, PSL+16]. ratios [BWS19, RBB11, SC16]. ray [DGM+08]. rays
[FDKP13, SCL+13].
respondent-driven [BGM17, GGFG+18]. responders [JPTO17]. Response [BBDP11, SST+08, CCS18, CBvdHvdH08, DHG19, FFJJ14, FS13a, FLHA15, HK23, HWWHA11, KH23, KX12, KPC+19, MDWH21, PD20, PTGN12, RDI+20, SLZS08, TTB22, WD10, WBB13, WZF+13, YSL08, ZHY23].

Response-adaptive [BBDP11]. responses [AWL13, CBvdHvdH08, DLS+17, FDI10, JL09, VRN+11, XBS23].

restricted [Mey08, PD20]. restrictions [CCJ+09, LSM15, PSD13]. restrictions [CCJ+09, LSM15, PSD13].


rhythm [GGG+12]. rhythms [HKP+19].

Riemannian [SKKS14]. right [HMM09, TMY17]. rights [Sad18].

rill [BK21]. Risk [LCMJ11, ASX13, BD22, Bro09, CFLP15, DHG19, FK22, FCGA+13, Goe11, HE14, HZG22b, HCP+17, KH23, KSD22, KXM12, MDWH21, PD20, PTGN12, RDI+20, SLZS08, TTB22, WD10, WBB13, WZF+13, YSL08, ZHY23].

risk-based [RLH+15]. risk-prediction [WSM+16]. risks [AL16, CSL+08, LGL+18, MGTZ21]. risky [JAZ15]. river [ADE15, JSR16].


Robust [CA22, DVF13, FDI10, FKSBS19, GMMW17, KW23, PLM+16, RMP17, RFWE22, TACH21, YLI13, YWQG23, ZSC16, ZW18, DNP17, JLS+17, MSG+20, ST14, SRL09, ZMA+20]. ROC [dCdCAGM16]. rockslide [ZBT+20].


sampled [Ger09, HGI10, KM17, LCB16, MLK22, SM10, WOK+16].
samples

[CK14, FWGS11, GSC+20, LZZL18, SDP22, SRH16, SMZ16, WLA+21, ZW08].
sampling [BFM12, BGM17, BK21, CP20, CK14, CLTZ22, CA18, DSB19, FFM+21, FTE+21, GGFG+18, HHK+16, JL10, LKB21, LYBA22, MGRG+23, MP11, PHJ22, QGFL08, RTB+21, RG23, SRZ+15, WZS19, WMKG19, YBL+17, ZKS15]. sandwhich [SRL10]. satellite

[CBvdHvdH08]. self-reported [CWS15, GMB15, WSGH12]. self-selected [CK14]. Semi
[CLGK22, RS09, HS14, JPS21, KMKB16, PG13, WFS19, XDO10].
semi-competing [PG13], semi-complete [KMKB16], semi-Markov [JPS21], semi-nonnegative [WFS19], Semi-parametric [RS09, HS14].
Semi-supervised [CLGK22, XDO10]. semicompeting [MGTZ21].
semi-continuous [CKK +22]. Semiparametric [GMB15, JWH22, LMKC12, MRSA19, MRSA19, MIP18, PPB11, RK22, VKG12, YGAT20, ZLS +17, AMGG13, AMB +20, CTB17, COD22, GEC13, GQ11, HHL16, HMT12, HH21, Ho07, JL16Q10, JLA16, JCJ20, LTL19, LT12, ML14, MTZZ21, RF07, WHAW21, ZLR19]. semireference [TTH21].
sequences [CLFC23, FM17, FJK10, SYZ1, ZASM12]. sequencing [CJM +17, CDP +17, HSSF21, JTLE22, Kaf12, Lias19, LWZ19, MM08, MNB +12, RS16, RAKS14, SZ12, SS15a, Wit11, ZWW13, ZSMJ19, ZLDR18]. Sequential [CP20, FLS16, IGA22, JGF08, JWXBC19, RB10a, RB11, RGSB +18, RG23, ABB +12, CB22, MRW09, PACB21, SIS +20, TSS10, WKL18, ZGJ +22]. serial [CMZ19, DT19]. series [AMR18, BvdB22, BHMK09, BG +15, CGCA21, DGL13, EKO22, ES019, FFZZW17, FZCV22, FHSJ14, GV14, Hun12, KH13, LLPK18, MJ16, MB22, QQW08, RS09, SJM +14, SM20a, STA18, SH08, SBS14, TSY22, Tin11].
Southeast [LGK18]. Southern [WTB16, KN13, UH20]. Space [DW21, MWP+15, SG17, ASX13, BGH10, BCA18, CS13, CBT17, CSS11, DMA19, DLK19, FZSI08, HHA15, HGS23, HS09, LPT+11, MMGR21, NMD+21, OW11, OHC+17, STM17, SGL+08, Ser11, SS15b, WLK18, WYKH07, XFS10, ZBG14, ZCH+16, vdBR10]. Space-time [DW21, MWP+15, BCA18, CBT17, SS15b].

Space [LCS21].

Spatial [ARK+18, BJ19, BD11, FCGA+13, FRL08, Hat14, Hav14, JLGJL12, LZW+15, NSS14a, NSS14b, Pad14, Ste07, Ste09, SSH+11, Wald14, WMT+21, WFC+15, YR21, BFM12, BZC+19, BRG08, BBWS14, BZH08, CGV+10, CKK+22, Czm10, CLGK22, DCS19, DJ11, FFM+21, Fin13, FMB09, FMBG15, GS13, HKH+16, HK11, LNW08b, LCNZ15, MB08, Mur08, PRW11, PDM19, QTL+22, Qin08, RHL+22, RFB17, SJM+14, Tib08, TvdL08, VRN+11, WJF+15, WFH+22, YL11, ZRA+21, ZW15, ZZD22].

Spatially [CR13, FSG16, GMLB+14, GKZS12, LSS+12, MHH17, RHHH18, SR23, ZBT+20]. Spatially-aided [ZBT+20]. Spatio-temporal [ESF14, EJD19, FS13b, GKP+16, BBWS14, BH15, CD18, DAAM22, DBP+16, LGK18, LCZ+17, MLP+19, OSL+14, PYP+09, SKS12, YBL+17].

Spatial-temporal [ESF14, EJD19, FS13b, GKP+16, BBWS14, BH15, CD18, DAAM22, DBP+16, LGK18, LCZ+17, MLP+19, OSL+14, PYP+09, SKS12, YBL+17].

Spatiotemporal [KPDO23, LG20, PKGG23, ZZD22, ZX22, FCPL19, GDG+16, HWK21, HHS15, JSH+22, MK21, QWC17, REG+11, WJT+21, ZGV+16, FC20, RK22].

Spatiotemporal-textual [ZX22], SPDE [FC20]. Spatially-aided [ZBT+20]. Spatio-temporal [KP15, KS17, WKLvD16].

Special [Aono18, FGS08, Kafi11a, Kafi11b, Kafi12, CLEB14, JRHM22, Gne12].

Speciated [SCRS+20]. Species [AMR16, BZC+19, CFW17, CGW+10, CDF+18, FBM09, HWF15, JDS+13, ZW07]. Specif [dCdCAGM16]. Specificity-ROC [dCdCAGM16].

Specific [dCdCAGM16]. Spectra [FDG09, WWL22]. Spectral [EKO22, HKP+19, LLR10, LSS+20, QW08, SBS14]. Spectrotric [MSSS+10, Moh13b, THS12, WG23, WOH23, WBA+14]. Sources [BPSC14, CCG22, EKW20, FMA18, HS22, HLG18, HMG15, PNB22, WSK+16, YFHE20, YOZC23].
spectrometry, spectroscopy, speech, speed, spend, spending, sphere, spherical, Spike, Spike-and-slab, splice, splice-junction, splicing, spills, splice-junction, standardization, standardized, statistic, statistics, status, steady, steady-state, steel, stepped, stepped-wedge, steps, statistical-physical, statisticians, stereological, sticky, stillbirth, stimuli, stimuli-bundle, stimulus, stochastic, sporadic, sport, spot, spread, Spurious, sputum, square, squares, stacking, stage, stagnation, standardization, standardized, statistical-physical, statisticians
LKB21, LYBA22, NMW⁺²¹, PC20, PM08, RB10a, RB11, RSH12, RHHH18, SS15b, TMvD⁺¹⁷, TDBM23, TJW10, URZF21, XZC17, ZJLC08, ZK10, KN17]. stochasticity [GTZ⁺²¹]. stock [CCdCW18, FFJJ14, JSX16, RCBB19]. stop [GRS16], stop-and-frisk [GRS16], stopover [WMKG19, WHAW21]. stopping [GEF22]. stops [DAAM22]. storage [JCCG18]. storms [ESF14].


temporal [BPSC14, BHW15, CD18, DAAM22, DBF16, ESF14, EJD19, FSI13b, FRL08, GKP16, GS13, HHHV17, HCD21, KO14a, LL16, LSL15, LGK18, LCZ17, MLP19, OSL14, PYP09, PMMS16, QBC13, SKS12, WFH22, WL08a, YBL17]. Tensor
[LZ21, MZI18, SMZ21, DKZ09, Hof15, ML23, WFS19, ZGS14].

Tensor-variate [SMZ21].

tenures [PG13].

terminology [SPH17].

terrain [KKR13, SHSZ19].

terrorism [SM20a].

test-negative [WDSJ23].

testicular [VKG12].

testing [BAH22, BFF09, CLEB14, FDKP13, KBB11, PG14, WT08, ZLDR17, dCP10, AXEC18, BW18, BNW08, BST15, BZ18, CdVM12, CSZ14, DLKM20, ET07, Er08, FFR08, FS14, GBST19, GLB17, GQG07, GKZS12, HKP19, JH19, KE19, LZP16, PLCX23, SJGM13, S009, SPSC16, SDH18, SZO12, WBB13, WW14, ZSS23, ZCG10].

tests [AABC19, BYZ18, CLM22, CLTZ22, DK18, Hua18, JND12, KM16, KH23, NPM12, OW11, SCDG17, STD13, WCL23, ZYD13, ZMLS22].

text [JMY14].

texts [GGG12].

textual [ZX22].

TFisher [ZTLW20].

their [CGT14, DCHP21, DL11b, FDH10, KY07, LLKP18, MGM14, YOZC23].

dinterest [PD23].

Theory
[CWE18, KN20, KHZK23, WZS19]. therapeutic [SHAB22].

theory [PHWM11, YSR21].

threads [ZPBW18].

Three
[WFS19, HBW17, KAkvD23].

threshold [WB19].

throughput [BYZ18, SD10].

Time
[BHIK09, CCdCW18, FCPL19, HGS23, PPM14, AMR18, AS10b, BJ19, BPS22, BKS21, BGH10, BCA18, BWT16, BvdB22, BGK15, CS13, CTB17, CW10, CGCA21, CJC09, CLR16, CSS11, DB15, DLKM20, DGL13, DW21, EKO22, ENF14, ENH18, ESO19, FS13a, FZZW17, FZCV22, FHSJ14, FSPWWE18, FRBT13, GMMW17, GSC20, GMB15, GV14, HSFP11, HHA15, Hs09, Hun12, JLL09, JPS21, KAkvD23, KSAX10, KB010, KH13, LK15, LW10, LLKP18, MJ16, MB22, MWP15, PDM19, PL08, QW08, QYP09, RAY14, RHR12, RS09, SGL18, SJM14, SM20a, SRZ15, STA18, SMW22, Ser11, SH08, SPSC16, SG17, SW17, SHM15, SBS14, SH11, SS15b, TMvD17, TSY22, TCW21, Tin11, TFB14, TB22, WLL17, WLG17, WL08a, WZL02, WWMH13, WK10, WMA14, WYKH07, XZC17, YFHE20, YLG15, YLC17, ZD13, ZW19, ZBG14].

time-course
Time-dependent [SW17].

Time-discretization [HGS23].

Time-series [BvdB22, BGK +15, SJM +14, STA18].

Time-to-event [AS10b, GSC +20, TFB14].

Time-varying [CCdCW18, BPS22, BKS21, CLR16, DLKM20, ENF14, FSPWWE18, KSAX10, KHBV20, LMW10, PDM19, SW17, TB22, WLG17, WK10, YFHE20].

Time-warped [PPM14].

Timeliness [Kan20].

Timeout [GEF22].

Times [CMPR22, KPC +19, TFB14, WACY20].

TIMSS [GPRR16].

Tissue [OMM +14, PHT15, WFS19, YWL +12].

TOF [HCW11].

Tomb [Feu13, Fie08].

Tomography [DLZL16, Haz15, SSH +11, XFS10, ZCS13].

Tool [MIP22].

Toolbox [ISR12].

Top [HLK18, RVW20].

Top-down [HLK18].

Topic [TCZ16, BL07a, BL07b, MHG18, MMBL20, RHHH13].

Topic-adjusted [TCZ16].

Topical [JLLK20].

Topics [ZPBW +18].

Topological [KF10, SC23, WOC18, WSU +19].

Topology [DLZL16].

Tournaments [MV12].

Toxicants [BZS19].

Toxicity [PTGN12, LYY13, LKTJ +15].

TPRM [MZI18].

Tracer [OMM +14].

Tracking [DH18, MN15, DB15, LLS +22, MGMB19, QHPD19, SFDMM22, SKKS14, WLP +16, WLPP16, XKG +19].

Tracks [LZTB16].

Trade [FK22, WH11].

Traditional [RFWE22].

Train [WCW15].

Training [DK18, MLM13, PHT15, SSD15, SLBL23, YWL +12].

Trains [KKL11, LL11, MP11].

Trait [TLH14, WWL22].

Traits [LC10, WGL +18b, ZLZB18, ZNB +21].

Trajectories [Ger09, SKKS14, SXC +20].

Transcript [WZ16].

Transcription [ZWS08, FWK +13, LW18, WP12].

Transcriptome [LSL +15, MSH21, TCW21].

Transcriptome-wide [MSH21].

Transcriptomic [HST19, LT11, SR23, TTH21].

Transact [JL10].

Transfer [HBW17, JGMV18, KN17, PSL +16, SH18].

Transformers [HMM09].

Transgenerational [HZL +15].

Transient [CL12, PMMS16].

Transition [HCYH20, SB20].

Transitional [YKHS21].

Translate [MM15].

Transmission [CD17, FGS +10, PHLH12, RTB +21, WOK +16, YLH07].

Transmitted [AH16].

Transplant [AL16, ZLR20].

Transport [FBH23, PKGG23].

Transportation [KSD11, LSAR12].

Transposable [AT10].

Travel [WWMH13].

Treatment [CAS20, DLL +18, DTL +23, FLS16, FHI18, GMM08, HBBM13, HHH10a, HZF22, IR13, JLS +17, JCK22, LN12, MSG +20, NECS17, NS20, STMC17, SSL +10, SGNM22, SML +21, STD13, SHH22, TWA18, VGH14, YLG15, ZLR19, ZZ18, ZZ22, ZHFN23, ZSFS22, ZB11].

Treatments [DLKM20, Fre08, HZG +22a, LL19, Ros12, STMC17, TB22].

Treaty [JSR16].

Tree [KKX12, NV18, TWA18, WZHC12, BZC +19, FBM09, GGG +12, GH12, HR22, KHZK23, LNC +19, LKTJ +15, MM22, PT12, PLCX23, Pur11, SCW +23, TMN18].

Tree-based [TWA18, KHZK23].
Tree-guided [KX12]. TreeClone [ZSMJ19]. treelet [CLK+13]. Trees [BR08, LNW08a, LNW08b, MB08, Mur08, Qiu08, Tib08, TvdL08]. Trees [ZLR19, APW+09, BHB+21, BMM+16, BFF+09, CGM10, DKS18, FIM+21, GTW13, HTM+13, Loh09, LZ13, RLH+13, RHHH13, WOK+16, ZBC16].

trend [BGC20, DB15, GKS17, JMJ+21, PL08, VFH16, ZD13, ZGM23].

trend-cycle [PL08]. Trends [GV14, BJ19, Bro09, GKS17, IWG13, LL16, McE09, RHR12, SFGLR15].

Trial [SW17, DLKM20, EKO22, STMC17, SSL+10, SHC12, STD13, WOC18, YFM19]. trials [DHL18, DK18, HZF22, JFRS17, LY16, LSY+22, NZRC13, QGFL08, WLM+21, XLD013, YY11, ZZTL22, ZHFN23, ZZ08].

tribal [CGM17].

trigger [OBHL22, SM20a]. triggered [SCW+23]. trimmed [ACG13].

tropical [LGK18, MVW+23].

trumps [Rub08].


underground [ERM15]. underlying [LC10]. understand [PHLH12].

univariate [BD22], university
unlabeled [CD81, MPT12, TON20], unlabelled [WLML23], unmarked [CR13], unmatched [DK18], unmeasured [FH19, HBJ13, HZG+22a, Mar08], Unmixing [BMH16], unobserved [NECS17, NS20, OBHL22, SP20], unordered [BR08, LNW08a, LNW08b, MB08, MFR08, Qiu08, TvdL08], unstable [BJ09], Unsupervised [FFR+08, HAL21, LR21], update [Feu13], updating [IHJ16, MDR10], upgrades [SDH18], uplift [BMGN21], upon [RBB11], unsupervised [FFR+08, HAL21, LRI21], update [Feu13], updating [IHJ16, MDR10], upgrades [SDH18], uplift [BMGN21], upon [RBB11], Urban [GF19], Uruguayan [LSS+12], Usage [Goe14, ZST16], Use [MHB+09, CWE18, FS13a, MK21, MMGC22, SKBL23, WR12, ZNSL14], used [Sch15], uses [WHLN15], Using [JD18, OSB15, Ros16, WS10c, WMA+14, vdB09, AS10a, ARC07, AN14, AMB+20, BJ14, BL19, BRG08, BCA18, BK20, BGC20, BGK+15, CKHP15, CQF18, CHAP16, CKN+22, CGCA21, CQ09, CDP+17, CFH+14, CC22, CZM10, CB22, C2L+08, CH14, CAL+23, CLK+13, CBvdHvdH08, CD81, DBG21, DPM+20, DZ23, DH18, EKW20, ELD09, EDSS20, FDGK13, FW+15, FD20, FD11, FKGK13, FDR16, FND09, FMA18, FPSWWE18, FRL08, GGM16, GW219, GFW+09, GH12, GSC+20, G17, GTW13, GKS17, GFRT22, GM15, HAFHH21, HHI21, HS13, HCYH20, HCD+21, HYL23, HWF15, HBP17, HCRB23, ISR12, JPT017, JY16, JGC+18, JLJ12, JLRK23, KKL11, KBH+11, KMK16, KN20, LDK+17, LRMM15, LMS10, LES12, LMM15, LSL+15, LWZ19, LPT+11, MAE+08, MRMB15, MRW09, MC17, MGM+14, MB22, MCCW09, Mey08, MAB+14, MKN22], using [MBH+11, MKM23, MNB+12, MHC15, NCHJ13, NMW+21, NWJ20, PFW01, PQR21, PKGG23, P2H22, PG14, PT12, PPLK18, P2CB21, PS12, QW08, RKM+23, RSI16, RTB+23, RTB22, RC23b, RY11, RODC19, Sadi4, SPPR08, SGCT17, SRC15, SLZS08, SG16, SFB16, SCH12, SC14, SHGA10, SS20, SIHJ20, SCW+23, Ta15, TDBM23, THN+19, TLH14, UH20, URZ21, WJF+15, WSM+16, WSU+19, WFS19, WLM+21, WFM+22, Wen16, WWMMH13, Wt11, WOK+16, XZ18, XDM15, YL13, YLS14, YLL21, YLG15, YLL12, ZLR19, ZW219, ZBC16, ZSP19, ZS18, ZSG11, ZHJZ15, ZM16, ZSMZ22, dCP10], uterine [FCC15], utero [BZS19], utility [FK22, KY07, Sin09], utility-risk [FK22], utilization [SPH17, WJT+21]

V1 [VRN+11]. vaccination [DHL18], vaccine
[VHC+20, DHL18, DHG19, HCD+21, KH23, QGFL08, YGLH08, YWQG23], Vaccines [OV17], validation
[GSC+20, HTO8, NCHJ13, OP09, RGSB+18, SWH01, TT09, TWHP15], value [AL16, BY218, C2C18, CT23, M2SS+10, MHB+09, ML11, RFC+13, REF18, SW10, WTJ10, WD10, ZSH13, ZBLC17], value-added [ML11], valued [AMR18, FTE+21, Haz15, LLK18, MRV10, SDP22], values [CDN12, LR20b, RAY14, SP20, TDS+14, ZTLW20, dCP10], variability
Variable

[BKGJ14, CL13, CFRW19, FSM17, GPRZ17, GTW13, LL10, LWFW16, MDR10, ZZ18, BZN18, BvdBS+15, DBG21, DVF13, ENH+18, FND09, FKSBS19, GEC13, GS11, HLY+21, HYL23, JCS07, Jtle22, KS19, KZS23, LZW+15, LCB16, MGM+14, NWJ20, PWP+21, RJ11, SP19, SGNM22, VFH16, WYT+20, WCH+23, WCW+22, YJJZ09, ZZ22, ZHM+19]. variables

[BKG15, CLZ09, CGC12, GT10, Goe11, JCK22, KGGQ15, KKMS16, KBG21, LMMS21, SH18, Sch15, SZO12, TWZ15, YLS14, YKLK23]. variance

[BFB11, MAZM13, AXEC18, BY13, GDJR20, KSW+21, LXC11, MHS14, RS10, VGH14, Zho17b]. variants

[SYZ11]. variant

[CGT+14, FYB+15, ZWW13]. variate

[SMZ21]. variation

[HCD+21, LHMN13, Ste07, ZJLC08, FGMP16]. Variational

[CLFC23, CMR18, CEE18, FCRA+13, MRV10, WME17, WYW+23, ZYFF19]. variations

[NZ12]. Varying

[YZS+13, BPS22, BKS21, CCF18, CLR16, CMLR20, DLM14, DLKM20, ENF14, FSPWWE18, GPRZ17, GMLB+14, KSAX10, KHVV20, LGL+18, LWW15, LMW10, MKS+14, MHH17, PDM19, RH18, Ser11, SW17, TB22, WLG17, WK10, YFHE20]. varying-coefficient

[GPRZ17, LWLW15]. VCSEL

[KS+W21]. Vector

[Deb09, FTE+21, HS22, HR22, HKP23, LG20, LSS+12, ZPGO21]. vector-based

[ZPGO21]. vector-borne

[LSS+12]. vector-valued

[FTE+21]. vegetation

[CSZK14]. velocity

[HCKFZ21]. verbal

[KLCM20]. verification

[BBB+18]. Vertex

[FLP+15, WL10]. via

[ASX13, AK12, BYZ18, BPS22, BvdBS+15, BDR16, BHIK09, CFF15, CHS+16, CCG12, CDN12, CWS15, DTL+23, FFW09, FHSJ14, FP08, GDJR20, GMLB+14, GREG15, HSL+15, HGRS17, HHS+21, JN12, KBMF+23, LHRS08, LSP16, LSS+12, MAM17, MG22, MHK22, PTGN12, SH18, SPP17, SH22, WNZK14, WYT+20, WMK19, YJ21, Yua09, ZJLC08, ZK10, ZYFF19, ZBT+20, ZSC+13]. victims

[PG13]. video

[SKKS14, SHR+22]. view

[CMJ09]. viewers

[YSG16]. views

[Kad08]. VIF

[DVF13]. violations

[Sad18]. violence

[FLHA15, YSL08]. viral

[BMBM20, HJS22]. virological

[CGCN22]. virtual

[FFJJ14, SML+11]. Virus

[XDM15, CCJ+09]. visibility

[TCZ16]. visitor

[DAAM22]. visual

[SF11]. visualization

[ESO19]. Visualizing

[GHK+13]. vivo

[XKG+19]. volatility

[CGM17, RB10a, RB11]. volumes

[GE13]. voluntary

[VF17]. Voronoi

[BWBS14, PG14]. voters

[RLH+13]. votes

[DMA19]. voting

[GQ10, GCL+15, YR21]. Voxel

[OMM+14]. Voxel-level

[OMM+14]. vs

[SML+21]. vulnerability


[JSR16, MHH17, REFT18]. water-related

[REFT18]. wave

[JLJGJL12, RAY14, TETJ17, ZS09]. Wavelet

[HKP+19, RHZ+15, SS15a]. Wavelet-based

[SS15a]. Wavelet-domain

[RHZ+15]. wavelets

[WNZK14]. waves

[SRCK16]. way
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